FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Robert Kaindl Glass Artist creates one of a kind Art Glass Chandeliers for InCircle. The Customer-Appreciation program for Neiman Marcus and Bergdorf Goodman.

Redmond Washington, April 14, 2009- Famous Glass Artist Robert Kaindl from the Pacific Northwest (www.robertkaindl.com) will be creating one of a kind Art Glass Chandeliers for the 2009 InCircle Program, the first loyalty program established in 1984.

Robert Kaindl in partnership with InCircle will create and install his gorgeous hand blown Art Glass Chandeliers from the Robert Kaindl Signature Collection entitled The Celebration Series. The RK Chandeliers are truly an event. Recently installed in the Porte Cochere at the Beverly Hills Four Seasons, InCircle member can redeem their 2009 InCircle points for a museum quality Art Glass Chandelier.

Known for his magnificent functional Art Glass Sculpture...Robert shared, “I am very excited to be affiliated with Neiman Marcus and Bergdorf Goodman, the Gold Standard in the Retail experience and provider of Ultra Premium Products”. Critiqued as some of the highest quality Art Glass produced today, Robert’s objective and process is simple, "Exceed my client’s expectation while staying true to my vision as an Artist."

The Artist

The RK Signature Chandelier Collection entitled The Celebration Series is at once modern and classic. Robert is inspired by nature and the classic Murano (Italy) Glass blowing techniques while infusing his own edgy yet organic style.

All of Robert's creations are custom, each piece is hand blown by Robert and his team in his state of the art facility in Redmond Washington. From concept to completion, Robert designs and installs all of his Artwork.